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Hoodlebug Trail gives chances for outdoor jogging
By Megan Guza Managing Editor M.S.Guza@iup.edu
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Runners, walkers, and bikers alike welcome the return of spring –
not just for the warm weather, but also for the melting of the snow on
the once-covered Hoodlebug Trail.

Running mostly along Route 119 out to Homer City, the trail runs
under the motto "Reconnecting our Communities" – the original and
present aim of the trail.

"The trail is a linear pathway that not only serves a recreational
purpose but also reconnects the towns and communities, schools
and businesses," said Ed Patterson, director of Indiana Parks and
Trails. Some people, he said, use the trail to commute to work or
school. While commuting is not a large function of the trail, Patterson
would like to see that change in the coming years.

"We'd like to see the trail extended to the KCAC in future years," he said.

The trail receives nearly 90,000 visits each year, according to Patterson. Infrared trail counters are used to monitor the
usage of the trail.

In addition to the individual runners, walkers and bikers, the trail is also used for conditioning and practice for several
local organizations and schools, including the IUP track and field team.

A number of charity walks have also utilized the trail in recent years.

The Hoodlebug is open year-round, though snow makes the normal trail activities slightly difficult in winter.

"Current funding would not enable plowing to take place," Patterson said.

Some people, however, do cross country ski on certain portions of the trail. The original plan for the Hoodlebug evolved
in 1984 — a trail would link Floodway Park in Homer City to the surrounding community by way of the abandoned
railway. That effort, however, fell short.

Upon the completion of the nearby Ghost Town Trail in 1994, there was a renewed push for a comparable trail that
would link Indiana and Homer City. In 2000, the first six miles of the Hoodlebug Trail opened to the public.

"Many individuals and community groups worked to establish the trail," Patterson said. "It was a grassroots- driven
project."

Funding for the project came from a variety of sources, he said. The Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, the
Department of Conservation & Natural Resources, and numerous private donations made the trail possible.

Indiana Parks and Trails also had a hand, and a portion of the trail south of Graceton was funded as part of
PennDOT's Route 119 highway project.

The Hoodlebug and Ghost Town trails are now linked: one can ride (or run) the entire length of the two – 42 miles from
Indiana to Ebensburg.

Why "Hoodlebug"?
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